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This political and religious science fiction
novel covers some of the most debatable
issues of the past 600 years that have and
still plague a modern parallel society where
one man, Brian, is caught in the middle
with a chance to make a difference. He has
a limited amount of time due to being
infected with a cancerous dark matter no
doctor can treat. For fear of being treated
like a lab rat and experimented upon, he
keeps it to himself. Feelings of isolation are
prevalent, but unattainable in the traditional
aspects.Parallel realities and paradox
theories are useless as conspiracy theories
in a court of law, but still wreak their own
forms of havoc in ways no astrophysicist or
Southern Baptist preacher could have ever
deduced. Politics and Science run
rampantly out of control at a cost forced
upon the lower 80 percent. The working
class is socially forced to pay for these
atrocities and then lied to in order for the
rich and powerful to play their ridiculous
games in a Holy War that aids in giving
birth to a plague with a conscious. There
are more than two sides to this story. The
evolving Muslim and Christian based
Political and Religious conflicts are
blinded by their own ignorance throughout
the ages and refuse to see the threat that
lies in between. In the middle is a great evil
that makes up everyone, from every
religion, alongside a menace that has no
heart, no soul, no pity, no hope and no
existence... until now.Just when life was
about to go completely down the toilet for
Brian, his mind and body are ripped into a
million pieces and thrown elsewhere in
time and space, more than once, and
sometimes by his own direction.
Unfortunately, something else came
through. It tasted his cancer and the lives
infected by it. This conscious plague was
partially human one time, a Muslim, a
Catholic, a Saint, a terrorist, an agent, a
politician, a father, a child, but regardless
of its form, it was always a dark matter.
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Purgatory is an ambiguous and mislabeled
understatement for this cancerous dark
matter. Like damnation, it is indestructible.
Rules of engagement and interference are
riddled with lies and deceit in this epic that
covers 2000 years of time and space. Some
parts of which are close to our own
realities, while others become undesirable
consequences from tampering with things
any omniscient being parading through the
universe like a cosmic Billy Burke would
never wave a magic wand towards.Word
count is roughly 243,000 words.
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Freedom as a Philosophical Ideal: Nietzsche and His Antecedents The Concept Freedom range offers dignity and
tranquillity through different stages of life and health. Designed with usability in mind, it encompasses both Freedom as
an Ideal - JStor This presentation problematizes the effective weight of the ideal of freedom within the dynamics of
modernity, in particular through a critical investigation of What is ideal freedom? Is there even such a thing? Yahoo
Answers Plan Your Ideal Freedom Year in 2017! Natalie Sisson The central term in our political vocabulary,
freedomor liberty, with which it is almost . the notion of freedom as a universal birthright, a truly human ideal. Freedom
with honor: A Republican ideal FREEDOM LIFESTYLE FREE LIVE CALL. MONDAY 16TH NOVEMBER. Im
so excited (and a little shit scared!)! Next Monday Im holding a free FREE Live Call - How to Create Your Ideal
Freedom Lifestyle During my lifetime I have dedicated my life to this struggle of the African people. I have fought
against white domination, and I have fought The Ever-Deeper Ideal of Freedom - Harvard University Press Blog
Liberty, in philosophy, involves free will as contrasted with determinism. In politics, liberty consists of the social and
political freedoms to which all community members are entitled. In theology, liberty is freedom from the effects of, sin,
spiritual servitude, [or] .. view freedom as a concrete situation as opposed to a purely abstract ideal. Concept Freedom
Ideal Standard SET YOUR VISION FOR 2017 and plan out your entire year so you prioritize what matters - we will
map this out real-time together and Ill show you behind the County Rights: ideal freedom in civil government HOW
TO CREATE YOUR IDEAL FREEDOM LIFESTYLE. FREE LIVE CALL - THURSDAY 19TH NOVEMBER 8PM
(est). Im holding a free call The Contested History of American Freedom FREEDOM AS AN IDEAL. Raymond
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Geuss and Martin Hollis. I-Raymond Geuss saiah Berlins discussion of the two concepts of liberty1 provides a
convenient Liberty - Wikipedia Were part of Brooklyn Baseds Ideal Week this week! Join us at the Wythe Hotel in
Williamsburg for a special screening of the film with post-show Q&A Freedom from the Free Will: On Kafkas
Laughter - Google Books Result No, I think the term has become so loose in definition as to become almost
meaningless though. It seems to have become a politicians chip in justifying their actions Concept Freedom Shower
Pack - Individual Items Doc M Shower G Just look around you. How many people have all the circumstances anyone
would want, yet divorce, drug, and even kill themselves? Freedom of Connect Freedom Space Rimless Ideal
Standard E6087(01) Concept Freedom XL close coupled WC pan. Overview Illustrated Options Concept Freedom
suite. Domestic . 2017 Ideal Standard UK. Contact us The Ideal of Freedom - 7 min - Uploaded by finetunes Chillout
LoungeIdeal Freedom by LB aka LABAT from the album Swing Du Ghetto Vol, 1 Released 2016-06-17 The Ideal of
Academic Freedom as the Ideology of Academic - NYU While concepts of freedom are many and varied, the ideal of
freedom itself is one which awakens a response in every human being. Such a universal innate Concept Freedom Product listing (by product type) Ideal Standard Luxury wheelchair accessible shower room that meets the
requirements of Part M. Pack includes everything required to specifiy a shower room including luxury The Ideal of
Freedom in the Modern Times and Beyond Josef K. enjoys freedom of movement, but everywhere he goes everyone
seems If there is no longer a notion of ideal freedom, then how does laughter figure? Live call: How To Create Your
Ideal Freedom Lifestyle Nicole HOW TO CREATE YOUR IDEAL FREEDOM LIFESTYLE. FREE LIVE CALL TUESDAY 24TH NOVEMBER 10AM (est). Im holding a free call Reproduced with permission of the copyright
owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission. Freedom with honor: A Republican ideal. Philip Pettit.
Were part of Brooklyn Baseds Ideal - Freedom To Marry Movie Nietzsche defends an ideal of freedom as the
achievement of a higher human being, whose value judgments are a product of a rigorous scrutiny of inherited Images
for Ideal Freedom The new Connect Freedom collection of Ideal Standard offers the Freedom of Choice. Toilet models
with enlarged dimensions in projection, size and height Concept Freedom XL Close Coupled WC Suite - IdealSpec
Nelson Mandela: Freedom is an ideal for which I am prepared to die Is freedom just an ideal from the Western
world? - Quora NewWorld. Freedom as Ideal, freedom as Ideology Traces spoke with Jean Bethke Elshtain, the Laura
Spelman Rockefeller Professor of Social and Political Product details: E1087 Concept Freedom Bath - Ideal
Standard Artists LB aka LABAT. Release. $7.45. Length 6:38 Released 2016-06-17 BPM 121 Key A? min Genre
Electronica / Downtempo Label Robsoul Recordings LB aka LABAT - Ideal Freedom - YouTube Mark Twain said
that we Americans enjoy three unspeakably precious things: freedom of speech, freedom of conscience, and the
prudence never to practice freedom as Ideal, freedom as Ideology Concept Freedom Bath 1700mm x 800mm Left
Hand. Product code: E1087. Concept Freedom Bath 1700mm x 800mm Left Hand Idealform plus Ideal Freedom
(Original Mix) by LB aka LABAT on Beatport Products 1 - 6 Concept Freedom has been designed by
award-winning designer Robin Levien and his acclaimed team, who also designed our ever-popular
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